MEDTECH appoints its Vice President of European Sales
2014 annual accounts published October 16
October 14 2014, Montpellier, France,– MEDTECH (Euronext, FR0010892950 – ROSA ), a company specializing
in designing, developing and marketing innovative surgical assistance robots, has announced the appointment
of Steven Boudrez as Vice President of European Sales.
In his 12 years with Intuitive Surgical, Steven Boudrez led a brilliant career as Area Sales Manager for France,
Benelux and Switzerland. As head of a team of over 40 sales representatives he largely contributed to the
group’s expansion and the adoption of the DaVinci® robot in Europe. Steven Boudrez had previously held
various sales positions in the pharmaceutical industry, notably with Sanofi and Johnson & Johnson.
Bertin Nahum, CEO and Founder of Medtech said: «We are proud to welcome Steven Boudrez as our new Head
of European sales. His recognized skills in the field of surgical robotics are a great asset to Medtech.
Furthermore, his sound experience of the European market will help to boost our sales in Europe.»
On October 16 Medtech will also issue a statement about its annual figures for the financial year ending June
30 2014, followed by an investors’ meeting to be held at the NYSE Euronext premises in Paris.
For the record, Medtech registered a 42% growth in sales compared with the previous financial year, with an
annual revenue of 2.5 M €.

About MEDTECH
Founded in 2002 by Bertin NAHUM and based near Montpellier, MEDTECH is a European specialist in the
design, development and marketing of innovative robotic appliances to assist surgeons during their medicosurgical interventions, thus contributing to the implementation of safer, more efficient, less-invasive
treatment.
In 2007, MEDTECH developed ROSA™, a state-of-the-art technological device devoted to brain surgery
procedures. ROSA™ has been approved in Europe, the United States and Canada.
In 2013 Medtech received the « European Company of the Year Award” in the “robotic neurosurgery”
category from Frost & Sullivan.
In July 2014, MEDTECH obtained the CE marking for its new product ROSA™ Spine, a robotic- assistive device
for minimally invasive surgery of the spine.
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